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Think
1.

Your age:

■■
■■
■■

Younger than 25		
25 – 34			
35 – 44			

2.

Farming is:

■■
■■
■■
■■

my sole occupation
my primary occupation
my part-time occupation
not my occupation; I don’t consider what I do “farming”

3.

My primary farming enterprises are

■■
■■

crops		
n livestock
dairy			 n  general land maintenance

4.

My annual gross household income is:

■■
■■
■■

$24,999 or less		
$25,000 to $34,999		
$35,000 to $49,999		

5.

I own ________ acres and lease ________ acres.

6.

I have received FarmLife magazine for:

■■ less than a year		
7.

n  45 – 54
n  55 – 64
n  older than 65

PHOTO: JAMIE COLE

Visit us online at my

(check all that apply) :

n $50,000 to $74,999
n $75,000 to $99,999
n more than $100,000

n more than a year

Do others in your household read FarmLife?

■■ Yes			
n  No
How many additional readers in the household? _______

Tell us about yourself
and your satisfaction
with the Summer 2014
issue of FarmLife,
featuring BALE.

.com

8.

How do you rate your satisfaction with
your issues of FarmLife?

■■
■■
■■

Excellent magazine		
Very satisfied		
Mostly satisfied		

9.

How satisfied are you with your
Summer 2014 issue of FarmLife?

■■
■■
■■

Excellent magazine		
Very satisfied		
Mostly satisfied		

n  Somewhat satisfied
n  Not satisfied at all

n  Somewhat satisfied
n  Not satisfied at all

10. How satisfied are you with your
Summer 2014 special hay growers’ section, BALE?

■■
■■
■■

Excellent section		
Very satisfied		
Mostly satisfied		

n  Somewhat satisfied
n  Not satisfied at all

11. I own the following (check all that apply):

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

AGCO equipment		
Massey Ferguson equipment
Gleaner equipment
Challenger equipment
Hesston equipment
None of the above

12. A number of manufacturers make farm equipment. Which one is predominant on your farm?

■■
■■

Massey Ferguson
n AGCO
n Challenger
Other (please specify) __________________

n John Deere
n Kubota
n None are predominant on my farm

n Case IH

13. In this issue, I found useful information that will help me on my farm.

■■ Strongly Agree
n Agree
n Not sure
n Disagree
n Strongly Disagree
If you named just one useful article, which comes to mind? __________________________________________
14. In this issue, I found articles that were entertaining and interesting that I enjoyed reading.

■■ Strongly Agree
n Agree
n Not sure
n Disagree
n Strongly Disagree
If you named just one entertaining article, which comes to mind? _______________________________________
15. In this issue, I found articles that were as helpful or interesting to me as the articles in other farm magazines.

■■

Strongly Agree

n Agree

n Not sure

n Disagree

n Strongly Disagree

16. FarmLife gives me information that I don’t get in any other magazine.

■■

Strongly Agree

MF CUE Summer 14

n Agree

n Not sure

n Disagree

n Strongly Disagree
Readership Survey
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17. In this issue, I found the farmers and other people in the articles to be knowledgeable.

■■

Strongly Agree

n Agree

n Not sure

n Disagree

n Strongly Disagree

18. In this issue, I found the farmers and other people in the articles to be trustworthy.

■■

Strongly Agree

n Agree

n Not sure

n Disagree

n Strongly Disagree

19. In this issue, I found useful information about equipment I own.

■■

Strongly Agree

n Agree

n Not sure

n Disagree

n Strongly Disagree

20. In this issue, I found specific information that will help me when I’m ready to make my next equipment purchase.

■■

Strongly Agree

n Agree

n Not sure

n Disagree

n Strongly Disagree

21. Do you expect to make an equipment purchase in the next 12 months?

■■

Yes			

n No

		 If yes, what type of equipment, new or used, do you plan to purchase?
				
n New		
n Used
n Both

Please check the box in the column that corresponds with how much of the following articles you read in this issue.
Refer to the included magazine as needed.
I read
all

TO PARAPHRASE THE POPULAR nursery rhyme, Donnie
MacDonald has a farm. He doesn’t consider himself old,
though, and judging by his daily routine—the 57-year-young
dairyman still finds enjoyment working long days at his farm
in Nova Scotia—and the fact that
A Message
his family members before him
From Bob Crain:
worked into their 90s, he may
well be right.
But that hasn’t stopped
Donnie from thinking about
passing his farm on to his 26-year-old son, Gavin. In an
article that features them on page 8, the father-and-son
team discuss some of what goes into the decision-making
process, as well as what may be the reversal of an
analogous and stubborn trend—youth leaving the farm.
Like so many others involved in agriculture across North
America, Donnie and Gavin have noted what they believe
to be a significant influx of young people back into farming
or farm-related work. Recently, that anecdotal evidence was
given statistical credence when the USDA released its latest
Census of Agriculture, which showed a 1.1% increase of
farmers under the age of 35. That’s a modest increase, sure,
but a welcome one, especially when we compare it to that
demographic group’s decades-long decline.
It’s also terrific news since these young people will be
tomorrow’s leaders, who, we might add, are already making
their mark today. Consider, for instance, members of the
National FFA Organization who, as the story on page 18
shows, learn leadership skills in that group’s lesser-known,
yet immensely effective talent competitions. In the process,
they also provide us with entertainment that soothes the soul.
In this issue, we also cover the story of FarmStacker
(page 6), an online-based initiative that helps producers find
capital and land, as well as markets for their goods. It’s an
enterprise that lends a hand to farmers who typically need
more than the two they have, all the while helping create
a sustainable operation, not to mention a bright future for
agriculture, of which we at Massey Ferguson® and AGCO are
proud to be a part.
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Young Blood,
New Ideas

Changes
Worth Making

14

As metropolitan development
swallowed some of the land they
farmed, this family found a way
to make lemonade.

features
8

Budding Trend

18

Front Porch
To Center Stage

Evidence mounts that young people are
returning to farming in many parts of
Canada and the U.S. Can it last?

FFA gives young musicians
a chance to shine.
PHOTO: NANCY DORMAN-HICKSON
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Somewhat jokingly, the site’s founders have called it ‘eFarmony’ ...

”

see page 6 >>

Good Food,
Good Cause

PAGE
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Good Food, Good Cause .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
The I Love My Farmers Market Celebration kicks off its summer-long event
on June 1. Now in its sixth year, the program, sponsored by the American
Farmland Trust (AFT), promotes USDA-listed farmers’ markets across the nation.
Customers will be encouraged to pledge dollars online and to follow
through with a commitment to shop at their favorite farmers’ markets. >>

“

first gear

I know a lot of cowboys and I’ve
done a little work on ranches with
cattle, and those people become your
friends, and keep their word.

>> Good Food,

Good Cause

?

This is a departure from previous years
when shoppers were asked only to cast
online votes for their favorites.
Voting attracted attention, says
Gretchen Mais with the AFT, “but it didn’t
necessarily make the connection in the
minds of the people voting that they also
needed to support the farmers by shopping.
We wanted to go beyond popularity. That’s
why we’re asking people to commit to
pledging their support and to buying food
directly from farmers.”
According to the AFT, for every $10
spent on local food, as much as $7.80 is
re-spent in the local community, supporting
local jobs and businesses. During the 2013
I Love My Farmers Market Celebration, a
total of $259,690 was pledged to be spent at
farmers’ markets, the majority of which the
AFT calculates went directly to farmers.
The conservation organization’s mission
is to promote sound farming practices, keep
farmers on the land and generally protect
farmland—an acre of which is lost every
minute, largely to suburban development.
According to farmland.org, the AFT web
site, 91% of America’s fruit and 78% of U.S.
vegetables are grown near land-hungry
metro regions. The National Resources
Inventory puts the total annual loss at
nearly 1 million farmland acres.
Farmers’ markets connect the public
with farms and make customers aware of
the need to protect farmland. “Once an acre
of farmland is paved over, it’s lost forever,”
Mais says. “Many of the farms of farmers’
markets are on the front lines of this loss.”
The I Love My Farmers Market Celebration,
which is part of AFT’s No Farms No Food®
campaign, helps emphasize “how important
it is to put money directly into [farmers’]
pockets, to help keep them on the land and
to keep their operations viable.”
—Nancy Dorman-Hickson

Who
Said
It

event in York County, South Carolina,
that combined farm visits with artists
on-site. In 2013, the tour expanded
to include Lancaster County, and 6,000 people showed. This
year’s June 21–22 event adds Chester and Fairfield counties.
Recognized by the American Farm Bureau Federation
(AFBF) as a County Activity of Excellence, the tour features
“a diverse set of farms that gives visitors and locals a good
snapshot of what is happening in their own backyard,” says
Ben Boyles, the Clemson University Extension agent who
spearheads the event.
Beth White, who operates her family farm’s roadside bakery
and stand in York, helped promote Ag + Art nationally when
she represented the county’s win at the AFBF convention in
San Antonio. “We were able to talk to farmers and ranchers all
over the nation about our program and encourage them to get
their counties involved in promoting local agriculture and art,”
she says. —Nancy Dorman-Hickson

H-2-Oh No
Water levels are taking a dip.

June 21-22
■ Get the details
at agandarttour.
com , including
tour locations and
photos from last
year’s event.

16.2

The percentage of
% U.S. cropland that
was irrigated in 2007. Despite
its small standing, in a typical
year this land produces almost
half the value of all crops sold
in the U.S. Across the border,
2.2% of Canadian cropland was
irrigated in 2011.

.com
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TRADINGUP
PERCENTAGE EXPORTED
OF U.S. AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS, BY VALUE
Total U.S. Agriculture

1990
1995
2000
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

12.8%
15.4%
13.7%
13.4%
15.1%
17.2%

20.5%
18.3%

SOURCES: USDA, ECONOMIC RESEARCH
SERVICE; USDA, FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL
SERVICE; U.S. CENSUS BUREAU

1990
1995
2000
2005
2009
2010
2011
2012

15%

22%

30%

47%
46%
46%
47%
48%

PERCENTAGE EXPORTED OF
CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS, BY TONNAGE

SOURCE: STATISTICS CANADA

EXPORTS
IMPORTS
BALANCE
U.S. HISTORICAL
AG TRADE BALANCE

2009
2010
2011
2012

IN BILLIONS. SOURCE: ECONOMIC RESEARCH
SERVICE, USING DATA SUMMED FROM THE BUREAU
OF CENSUS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

$98.45B
$71.68B $26.77B
$115.82B
$81.86B $33.96B
$136.36B
$98.96B $37.40B
$141.27B
$102.91B $38.36B

—Leo Nieter

>>Win a $50 Gift Card!
HAVE YOU TAKEN OUR READER SURVEY YET? We are giving away 10 more
$50 AGCO Parts gift cards to random readers who take a quick survey about this
issue! Just go to myFarmLife.com/survey and answer a few questions. Flip
through this issue as you take the survey. Be sure to add your name, address and
e-mail so we can enter you into the drawing for the prize. And hurry; the deadline for
entry is JULY 31, 2014. Thanks for your help!

80

Average percentage of
% U.S. water consumed
annually by agriculture. Canadian
ag consumes 8% of that country’s
water. With the world population
expected to rise by at least onethird and food demands by as
much as 70% by 2050, water will
become a more precious—and
contentious—resource.

80

PART II : The amount
% drip irrigation can
save in water usage compared
to other systems. By delivering
water near plants and their roots,
less water evaporates from the
soil. However, drip tape systems
can be less effective for sloped
land or water sources with an
abundance of minerals.

5

Reader

Roundup

WE KNOW WHAT A CREATIVE BUNCH
FarmLife readers are. So, we’re asking you
to share your recipes, project ideas and
gardening advice in the pages of FarmLife
and on myFarmLife.com.
Have you crafted a device or larger
project that’s useful and/or a wonder
to behold? Do you have a clever garden
tip that your green-thumbed friends
appreciate? How about your fresh-fromthe-farm recipes that get raves around the
dinner table?
Do the neighborly thing—share! If
we’re able to run your recipe, project or
gardening tip in the magazine or online,
we’ll send you a $50 AGCO Parts gift
card. Please e-mail us at contact@
myfarmlife.com. Give us all the details
and include photographs. Don’t forget to
include a way for us to get in touch.

2060

The year in which
the Ogallala Aquifer is projected
to be 69% depleted. Formed
10 million to 12 million years
ago, this underground lake
provides almost 30% of irrigated
groundwater in the United
States. —Clair McLafferty
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Trading Up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reader Roundup .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Win a $50 Gift Card .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Share your projects,
gardening tips and recipes,
and they could run in
FarmLife magazine or on
myFarmLife.com.

$ The estimated
amount in
agriculture-related revenue
California could lose in 2014 due
to extreme drought. After three
years of very little precipitation,
water levels have dropped, and
an estimated 500,000 acres of
cropland could lie fallow due to
the dry conditions.

billion

4

Who Said It? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Ag + Art .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
H-2-Oh No  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

SOME 3,000 PEOPLE FLOCKED TO
THE FIRST AG + ART TOUR, a 2012

➥
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Before he became Al Gore’s Harvard roommate and made
the Hollywood A-list, he was an eighth-generation Texan.
According to online biographies, he still owns a 3,000-acre
ranch in his hometown in San Saba County, Texas, as well
as a ranch near Van Horn, Texas. Visit myFarmLife.com/
whosaidit to see who said it. SOURCE: BRAINYQUOTE.COM

Ag+Art

■ For more information, visit
lovemyfarmersmarket.org .
There you’ll find a live count of pledges
and updated lists of the country’s most
celebrated farmers’ markets.
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first gear

For more
information, see
farmstacker.com.
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Farm
Stacking
A new
initiative
may soon
provide an
online means
of connecting
land-starved
farmers with
the ground
they need as
well as other
necessities.

ONE OF THE BIGGEST HURDLES facing farmers,
especially those just starting out, is the availability
and cost of land. One potential solution proposed
by a group of Californians—which includes
husband-and-wife teams Kevin and ShaeLynn Watt,
and Wendy Millet and Rob Trice—is an onlinebased initiative called FarmStacker.
FarmStacker, like other similar initiatives in the
U.S., will match complementary farm operations,
such as the ones with which the Watts and Millet are
involved. However, the California-based foursome
will do much of their matchmaking online, which
is why, somewhat jokingly, the site’s founders have
called it “eFarmony.” Yet they have a serious desire to
bring together more farmers, as is happening at the
1,800-acre TomKat Ranch, where Millet is operations
director, and where the Watts operate Early Bird
Ranch, raising chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese, rabbits
and pigs.
TomKat provides the land and Early Bird’s fowl
provide fertilization and help eliminate insects for
TomKat’s cattle. “At its very core, our two operations
enhance each other,” says Kevin of the “stacked
farming” concept. “It’s a really cool symbiosis where
we gain access to land and they get fertilized ground.”
Thinking beyond their own operations, one of
the challenges the group discussed “was how we
can ramp up supply of locally grown meat to meet
growing demand, and, in particular, have more
young farmers farming and ranching,” says Trice,

a venture capitalist, who works with the group on
financial matters. “Wendy and Kevin looked at each
other, smiled and said, ‘We have an idea.’ Which was
basically to replicate what TomKat and Early Bird are
already doing.”
From that came the idea for FarmStacker, which
will match farmers in the U.S. by asking for those
looking for land and those looking for farmers to
provide basic information online. Canada and other
countries may be brought on board later.
“Without any advertising, we’ve received e-mails of
interest from 148 aspiring farmers and 39 landowners
across the country,” Kevin says. The Watts, Millet
and Trice are now testing contract financing between
farmers and those with locally grown food demand,
such as restaurateurs and distributors.
The most crucial problems aspiring farmers have
are finding land and capital, says Kevin. “That’s why
we initially focused on those two problems. The
next real issue is burnout. We’ve had friends who
have had successful, profitable businesses, but they
were working themselves to the bone. In the end,
they didn’t see a way to transition out of those 12- to
14-hour days at pay below minimum wage.
“How can we produce on those long farming days
and be compensated fairly for it by the marketplace?”
he continues. “We hope in the future to create a
network of farmers that can help educate each other on
best practices—including business practices.”
— Nancy Dorman-Hickson
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STORY BY
RICHARD BANKS
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I read
none

of this article

of this article

of this article

of this article

of this article

of reversing. While the 2011 Canadian Census of
Agriculture, the most recently released, showed
a continued decades-long exodus of youth from
farms, more recent anecdotal evidence points to an
increase in the number of young producers. Extension
agents, dealership staff, farmers and others describe
seeing more men and women under the age of 40 at
meetings, in their stores and on their farms.
“Lately,” says Gavin of the region near his family’s
community of Greenhill, “there has been an influx in
young people that are really gung-ho to start farming or
to continue farming, and that’s a really nice thing to see.
I think [they] are interested in farming now because
the technology is advancing in everything from milking
cows to tractors they use, so it’s a lot different work
than just manual labor. Even feed salesmen to tractor
salesmen, they’re even getting younger too because
there’s now a younger group of farmers.”

Dan Mosley, a dairy Extension specialist with
Perennia (a Crown agency owned by the Nova Scotia
government) has noticed the trend too. “In some
areas of the province I would say that the average
[age] is probably around 40 or even 35. It’s very
encouraging to see a lot of young producers and
younger people coming into the industry.”
There’s now tangible evidence of the same trend
in the U.S., albeit, as in Canada, the growth is mostly
in the smaller farm sector. The most recent USDA
Census of Agriculture—the 2012 edition, released in
February—showed a 1.1% increase since 2007 in the
number of producers younger than 35. A modest rise,
but made all the more substantial when you consider
that in 1982 young farmers less than 35 years old
comprised 15.9% of the total. The most recent census
shows the percentage of producers at just 5.7. Perhaps
the new census numbers signal the exodus is abating.
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They’re even more remarkable when you consider
many states showed significant increases, such 14.4%
in New York and 40% in Maine.
AT 57, DONNIE, WHOSE WIFE, DONNA, also
works on the farm handling various business tasks,
isn’t ready to quit working his 80-milking-cow dairy
and 450 acres of farmland. “I’ve been milking cows
full time for 40 years and I still enjoy it. So as long as
I do, I’ll probably keep doing it.”
Still, he’s hoping Gavin will continue working in
the family business, called Century Mac Farm, and
be part of the budding trend of younger folks growing
and producing food. For several years, Donnie
has been encouraging Gavin to take on greater
responsibilities in hopes that he’ll eventually become
the sixth generation of family to run the dairy.
In addition to helping run the operation >>
15
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The MacDonalds
grow low-heat-unit
corn and grass hay
on 450 acres, but
due largely to a short
growing season, they
must still purchase a
portion of their feed
most years.
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PHOTOS BY
JAMIE COLE

Evidence mounts that young people are
returning to farming in many parts of
Canada and the U.S. Can it last?
One father sure hopes so, especially
at his sixth-generation family dairy.

When asked about the challenges he faces in the operation of his family’s
dairy, an impish grin works its way across Gavin MacDonald’s youthful face.
“Uh, challenges? Our Scottish history. They landed us in the most hilly area
of Nova Scotia.” ¶ His father, Donnie, sitting next to him, chuckles and, as if
to rattle the 26-year-old’s cage a little more, asks him his favorite job on
the farm. ¶ “Picking rocks, which we have tons of here, along with clay soil,”
Gavin quickly answers with a hint of sarcasm. “So, those are my two …” ¶
“Your pet peeves,” Donnie interjects, as if he’s had this conversation before.
While the particulars may differ, similar
discussions have transpired between generations
of farm families for, well, generations. Whether it’s
occasional grousing about early-morning milkings
or weekends running a combine as friends visit the
mall or go fishing and hunting, the essence of the
conversation is much the same whether it’s on a dairy
farm in Atlantic Canada or a row-crop operation on
the Great Prairie.
An appreciation, even a passion, for the family
business notwithstanding, life for a farm kid can be
tough. Even harder on young parents who may want
to attend their children’s sports and other schoolrelated events. Given demands on their time, slimmer
margins, price of land and a host of other obstacles,
it’s little wonder young folks have for decades opted
for nonfarm careers.
That trend, however, has recently shown signs
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STORY BY NANCY DORMANH I C K S O N /// P H O T O S B Y
LOGAN CYRUS &
NANCY DORMAN-HICKSON

The jangling bell on the door at Black’s
Peaches and Cotton Belt Bakery announces
Arthur Black’s departure. Tired of being
cooped up inside the roadside market, the
York, S.C., farmer strides quickly to the barn
at his fruit, vegetable and hay operation.
His dog, the graying but game Bobbalou,
matches Black’s brisk pace as he responds to a
customer’s request for hay.

Changes
Worth

“The ‘Three Little Pigs’ house was right
here,” he says, pointing to a messy hay pile
that in no way resembles the storied swine
shanty now. “We rebuild it every year,” he
says. “That hay over there? That’s what’s
left of what Beth used to decorate this
place.” A multi-car train, a gigantic cow, a
huge turkey and a grinning car, all made
from hay, are just some of the creations
that pop up on the farm during events like
the Autumn Farm Festival, or spring and
summer fruit-picking tours.
Beth White is Black’s daughter and
the fifth generation involved in the family
farm. “I started working here when I
was 13,” says White, who manages the
store and bakery, which specializes in
pre-ordered baked goods. Black’s wife,
Marsha, contributes to the bakery and
keeps the books.
The Black family roots in the area run
dirt deep. “All four grandparents and their
parents, and their parents were from here,”
he says. “I was on the school board for
16 years; my daddy was on the county
council for twentysomething.”
Black got out of row cropping in the
1980s due to land loss in the wake of
development. “We used to be 32 miles
from Charlotte; now we’re 16,” he says.
Instead, father and daughter oversee a
calendar chock-full of agritourism events.
“We’re blessed to be in a pretty good

As metropolitan development
swallowed some of the land they
farmed, this family found a way
to make lemonade.

14
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location here. This is a five-lane highway
that goes from I-77 to I-85,” says Black
about the road, Black Highway, that runs
in front of their property.
As further evidence of their deep
roots in the area, the state highway
was named for his grandfather, a state
representative. “We have 7,000 to 8,000
people come through here every week in
the fall.” About half of those visitors are
schoolchildren. Black’s Peaches has earned
conservation recognition for educating
children about agriculture.
At the roadside market, fresh produce
brims from open bins year-round. Tables
and chairs prompt friendly conversation,
and delectable baking smells perfume the
place. “Probably 90% of [the produce]
we sell here, we raise,” says Black. That
includes peaches, strawberries, blueberries,
blackberries, stake tomatoes, pumpkins,
gourds, squash, beans, and round and
square hay bales.
The farm operation has three full-time
and two part-time employees year-round
and adds on as needed. The workforce for
the market, bakery and agritourism portion
of the business fluctuates from three to 20
workers. “We still have a lot of hand labor
with the fruit and vegetables, but it’s not
nearly as intense as it once was,” Black says.
While Black is in charge of the farm,
White coordinates the agritourism events

FLsummer14p14_15_16CUEv5.indd 14
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Front
FrontPorch
Porch
to Center
Stage

That’s what the five Fyffe High
School students concluded
as they drove home from
the 2012 Alabama state FFA
competition. They had come
in second. The next year’s
competition would most likely
be their last shot too, since
four out of the five would be seniors at their small
north Alabama school. Or as Marty Myers, their FFA
sponsor, says: “This is the last rodeo for most of them.”
The high school boys weren’t vying for ribbons
for their prized Holstein heifer or Rhode Island Red
rooster, however. Instead, what John Hicks, Tom
George, Jesse McClendon, Avery Rains and Levi
Thompson needed to train were strings on a banjo,
three guitars and a mandolin.
“We don’t know nothing about chickens,” says
George, laughing. George, who plays mandolin,
admitted he unsuccessfully tried showing poultry a
few years ago. “All we know is music.”
And, boy, do they know music.
The Fyffe High School FFA String Band, now
known as Pickett’s Charge, has enjoyed considerable
success. The teenagers have appeared on RFD-TV,
served as grand marshals at Fyffe’s Christmas parade,
been booked for a variety of events and will release
their second CD in 2014.
All the members of this five-piece ensemble fell
in love with music at a young age. George, with a
musically inclined family, started playing when he
was only 7. Hicks, lead vocalist, began singing almost
as soon as he began talking and played guitar at age
9. McClendon plays bass guitar and sings tenor. He
first played guitar when he was 9 or 10. At 12 or 13,
Thompson started playing the banjo. Rains, guitarist,
began strumming at a tender age as well.
The guys are songwriters, too. For the competition,
they decided to include original tunes as part of the
three-song requirement. While most bands perform
bluegrass at the state competition, the repertoire of
Pickett’s Charge includes country and western and
gospel, as well as bluegrass.

FFA Means More Than Most Think
To an outsider, it might seem odd that an
organization founded more than 85 years ago to, as
its web site states, “prepare future generations for the
challenges of feeding a growing population” would
recognize and reward musical talent.
Yet the organization’s Career Development Events
program does just that. Besides awards for swine
and goat production, dairy evaluation and tractor
18
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“

If they play
an instrument,
most farmers
end up sitting
on the front
porch [playing]
at the end of
the day.
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It’s the best thing AGCO’s ever done for us and for our customers.
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On-Farm

Data Security
Data collection using precision
ag tools is helping farmers. The
question remains: Who can use
their data? B Y D E S K E L L E R
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Front Porch to Center Stage  .  . 
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driving, the National FFA Organization honors
members who excel at such endeavors as public
speaking and crime prevention.
“Everybody stereotypes ag, thinking it’s just cows
and plows. If you look at the industry, there are
more jobs in the world not directly producing food
but manufacturing it, hauling it or marketing,” says
Myers. “Ag teaches leadership, not just farming and
plowing. It tries to get them ready for real life.”
Music has always been a part of a farmer’s
recreational time, he adds. “If they play an
instrument, most farmers end up sitting on the front
porch [playing] at the end of the day,” Myers says.
The Alabama FFA began holding its annual string
band contest in the early 1940s. Going into the
June 2013 competition, Pickett’s Charge knew that
Arab High School was the band to beat. Danville
High School took the win in 2012, but the Arab
competitors formed their string band while the
members were in seventh grade, and won the state
competition in 2010 and 2011.
“This is the farthest that Fyffe’s FFA has ever been.
They won district two years in
a row,” Myers says. The state
is divided into North, Central
and South districts. The top
two bands from each district
compete at state. In 2012, Fyffe
took first place in the North
District FFA and continued to
the state FFA contest where
they placed second—prompting
their pact to rehearse more.
Every Monday evening since,
they had set up in the Hickses’
living room to practice, week in
and week out, leading up to the
2013 state competition.
Now it was time to see if all those hours of
stringing, strumming and singing would pay off.
On competition day, the members of Pickett’s
Charge dressed according to the official code: black
slacks, black socks and black shoes; white shirts and
official FFA ties; and the official FFA blue corduroy
jacket, neatly zipped to the top.
The boys ducked outside to warm up, out of
earshot of their competitors. As the harmonic sounds
of strings and vocals drifted into the morning air, it
was clear these young men flat-out excelled at music.
Yes, they wanted to win the state title and continue
to the National FFA competition in Louisville in
the fall. But as their stage time approached, these
consummate performers also knew they were looking >>
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If they wanted
to win the top
prize, they
needed to put
in more hours.

FFA gives young musicians
a chance to shine.
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for Black’s Peaches. Every season provides a
focus: Spring means strawberries; summer
puts peaches front and center; fall brings the
annual Autumn Farm Festival; and winter
offers, among other things, handmade
wreaths made with natural items from
the farm. Tours and events often include
a maze, a hayride, a hay trampoline,
extravagant decorations, such as the “Three
Little Pigs” house, games, food and more.
“Whose idea was the ‘Three Little Pigs’
house?” Black asks his daughter.
“Yours,” she replies as she boxes a
pound cake for a customer.
“I come up with some ideas,” Black
says, “and then Beth implements them.”
He praises her artistic bent, seen in the
hay creations and decorations she designs
year-round. The father claims he’s a
challenge to work with. But his daughter
smiles and disagrees, citing what they
have in common: excess energy.
“I can’t stand to sit,” White says. “He’s
like that too.”
By far, peach season is their busiest
time, not to mention the basis of their
reputation and name. “Most people pick a
hard peach and ship them, and they will
last you for a week,” Black says. “We pick
them riper. Therefore the flavor is better,
in our opinion.”
They advertise in area magazines and
newspapers, and use social media to >>

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW SERIOUSLY Fort Dodge,
Iowa-based New Cooperative takes data security, the director of
their precision agronomic division doesn’t even have a key to the
room containing their computer servers.
That’s how closely guarded the information is kept regarding
thousands of farms with whom the cooperative does business.
Moving that information to a third party is an effort not taken
lightly. “I don’t care if your shoes are on fire, I’m not going to
move that data without specifically confirming with the current
holder and making sure that data form is signed by the grower,”
says Terry Panbecker, who manages the cooperative’s Midwest
Agronomic Professional Services, or MAPS division. “We have
very specific protocols on transferring data.”
>>
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Performance
Performance

New Massey Ferguson®
1700E Series tractors deliver
power and capability in an
affordable package.
BY THARRAN GAINES

24

Summer 2014 ///

WITH THE NEW MASSEY FERGUSON 1700E SERIES TRACTORS,
economically priced doesn’t mean cheaply built. What customers get with
these basic, yet versatile tractors is, says Josh Keeney, Massey Ferguson
product marketing specialist, “a lot of value for the price.
“We listened to our customers and gave them what they asked for in this
compact tractor line,” explains Keeney. “So, in addition to a more premium
line of 1700 Series tractors, we now have three 1700E Series models rated
at 24, 34 and 38.5 engine HP. All three models feature powerful, cleanburning diesel engines, rugged steel construction, 4-wheel drive, responsive
hydraulics and two different transmission options.”
According to Keeney, the 1700E Series’ simple operation and outstanding
efficiency start with a powerful new 3-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel engine.

4/24/14 10:59 AM

During hay season, by the time you get home your nerves are about a millimeter long.

”
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Five tips for a successful start.
BY DANIEL JOHNSON
& SAMANTHA JOHNSON

Basics
of

PAGES

IN FEBRUARY, BOB GREGSON WATCHED with interest as a big
red AGCO sign was erected off Highway 401 in Woodstock, Ontario.
The AGCO name outside the new 67,000-square-foot, full-stocking
Parts Distribution Center (PDC) is just one sign of the big changes in
store for area dealers and farmers.
Age 74, Gregson has seen a lot of change in his 50 years of
farming in Eastern Canada, but one thing’s remained the same: his
reliance on AGCO Parts and service. “We’ve been with Massey ever
since my father bought his first tractor in 1945,” he says. “Over the
years I’ve found that Massey has been very good. That says a lot for
the company itself and the parts department.”
Gregson raises cash crops, including corn, rye and beans, along
with more than 600 head of cattle on his 1,100-acre farm. He’s fond
of Massey Ferguson,® in part because of the brand’s reliability. He
notes that any equipment malfunction can
mean more than lost time. “Consider our
■ For more
planting window is roughly two weeks for
information on
corn,” he says. “If you’ve got a breakdown
genuine AGCO
and you lose a week of it, you’re in trouble.”
Parts, see
Now with the new Woodstock PDC, parts
AGCOParts.com .
deliveries across Eastern Canada will be
delivered in 50 to 65% less time, some in as little as four hours or less.
The convenient location cuts transit time, but as a full-service
facility, the Woodstock PDC also offers 40% more parts. It’s the fourth
AGCO Parts facility to be upgraded since 2010. For dealers like
Dey’s Equipment Centre Inc., the full-service PDC is a sign of AGCO’s
commitment to meeting the needs of its customers.
Dey, owner of Dey’s Equipment Centre in nearby Tillsonburg, helped
lead the charge to bring the new parts center to Eastern Canada. He’s
pleased that the state-of-the-art facility includes a service training center
for AGCO technicians and sales personnel, saving more time and
money by eliminating the need to travel to the U.S. for training.
“The new PDC has more parts available, a convenient location
and close-to-home training facilities,” Dey says. “It’s the best thing
AGCO’s ever done for us and for our customers.” —Brigid Galloway
/// Summer 2014
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■ For full details about the new 1700E Series
tractors, visit www.masseyferguson.com
or see your local Massey Ferguson dealer.
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More Parts,
Half the Time

PHOTO: GREG M. COOPER

NoNonsense

Thanks to an electronic engine management
system, the turbocharged power plants generate
ample power and torque to handle challenging
conditions and a variety of jobs, while still
complying with the EPA’s Tier 4 Final emissions
requirements.
“Customers can also choose between a
traditional mechanical gear transmission or the
convenient hydrostatic transmission, which is
ideally suited for loader work,” Keeney adds. “The
constant-mesh mechanical transmission features
nine forward and three reverse speeds; while the
three-range hydrostatic transmission maximizes
torque and streamlines operation with clutchless
foot pedal control for forward and reverse speeds,
moving from zero to maximum speed without a
single gear change.”
In the meantime, open-center hydraulics and a
category I, 3-point hitch offer fast response times
and ample lift capacity. The hydraulics package
provides up to 7.2 gpm of flow to the rear 3-point
hitch and implement hydraulics. The rear 3-point
hitch has a lift capacity of 1,600 pounds at 24 inches
to handle mounted implements and attachments,
and each tractor can accommodate up to two rear
remote valves. All tractor models can be equipped
with a front loader and easy-to-use joystick control,
adding versatility to these already-flexible machines.
A 540-rpm PTO is also standard on all models.
However, customers again have a choice—this
time between a transmission-driven PTO or an
independent PTO, which is operated independent
of the transmission clutch, for the best blend of
economy and convenience.
Along with classic Massey Ferguson styling
comes rugged steel fenders, hood and semiflat operator deck. The front and rear axles are
also constructed of heavy-duty cast steel for
unmatched durability.
Perhaps one of the best features of the 1700E
Series, however, is the industry-leading factory
warranty. Massey Ferguson’s confidence in the
1700E is backed by two-year/2,000-hour full
coverage, plus five-year/2,000-hour powertrain
coverage for worry-free productivity—all of which
are administered by AGCO and your local dealer.

Bee
keeping

27-28

Basics of Bee Keeping  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

DON THE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, wave
the bee-soothing smokers and discover the
satisfaction that comes from the popular pursuit
of beekeeping. If you’re considering joining in or
you’re ready to get started, here are five tips to help
you succeed in your apicultural adventures.
■ START SMALL. While it might seem exciting
to begin with a dozen colonies of bees, it’s best to
start out on a smaller scale and expand. For your
first year of beekeeping, we suggest two or three
hives, which gives you a solid foundation as a
beekeeper without being overwhelming. We don’t,
however, propose that you forge ahead with just
a single hive, as you’ll want to have at least two
hives for comparison. If you only have one hive, it
can be harder to determine whether it is thriving
or struggling.
>>
/// Summer 2014
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farmstead /// project
Take a load off and slow things
down a little with this sturdy,
spacious and stylish piece of
outdoor furniture.
B Y C H R I S H I L L /// I L L U S T R A T I O N B Y
R AY E. WAT K I N S J R .

THE PORCH SWING REMAINS one of the
most iconic elements of the American home.
Representing an era when time passed by a little
more slowly, it’s a piece of furniture that’s more
than just a place to sit. Add to that nostalgia the
rhythmic motion of a hanging sofa—from which
to enjoy the outdoors and visit with neighbors
and family—and we have what is still one of the
greatest stress relievers ever invented.
This project offers a few features you won’t
find in mass-produced versions available
at big-box stores. First, constructed
mostly with 2x lumber, this swing is
incredibly sturdy and could very well
become an heirloom passed down for generations.
Second, we’ve added a handy cupholder at
the ends of the arms. That way you can swing
and sway, and not have to stretch to reach your
drink on a side table.
Third, this is one spacious swing. The seat is
deep and wide, so you can stretch out a little. And
fourth, well, you can say with pride, you made it.

Build A

Porch
Swing

PAGE

Build A Porch Swing .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

■ Visit myFarmLife.com/porchswing for complete instructions and stepby-step diagrams, as well as parts, materials and tools lists. We’ve also included
a cutting diagram to show how to efficiently cut the parts from the lumber required.

Hardware & Supplies
■ 1¼-inch deck screws
■ 21/2-inch pocket
hole screws
■ 21/2-inch deck screws
■ 3-inch deck screws
■ 6, 1/2-inch x 4-inch
heavy-duty screw eyes

30
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Dimensions
■ 4, 1/2-inch chain quick links
■ 2 sets porch swing springs
■ 2, 12-foot-plus lengths of
heavy-duty chain (longer,
depending on the height of
the installation-site ceiling)
■ Wood glue
■ Paint or stain

■ Width: 62 inches
■ Depth: 33¼
■ Height: 33 15/16

Lumber
■ 1–1x4x8
■ 1–1x6x2
■ 9–2x4x8
■ 5–2x6x8

.com
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farmstead /// in the kitchen

Fire Up
Grill

PAGE

the

These juicy burgers are hearty enough for
the biggest appetite. Pair with homemade,
sweet-and-tangy summer squash pickles
for a true taste of the season.

Jalapeño-Stuffed Venison Cheeseburgers

Summer Squash Pickles

2 pounds ground venison
2 teaspoons Montreal steak seasoning
1/2 cup shredded Colby and Monterey Jack cheeses
1 to 2 jalapeño peppers, minced
4 sesame seed hamburger buns
Suggested toppings: tomato slices, red onion slices,
romaine lettuce leaves, yellow mustard, mayonnaise

/3 cup salt
3 quarts water
4 cups thinly sliced yellow squash (about 11/4 pounds)
4 cups thinly sliced zucchini (about 11/4 pounds)
21/2 cups sugar
2 cups white wine vinegar
2 teaspoons mustard seeds
2 sweet onions, thinly sliced
2 red bell peppers, thinly sliced

2

1. Combine venison and steak seasoning in a large bowl until
blended. (Do not overwork meat mixture.)
2. Shape mixture into 8 (4-inch) patties; place 2 Tablespoons
cheese on 4 patties. Divide peppers evenly in center of those
4 patties. Top with remaining 4 patties, pressing edges to seal.
Cover and chill at least 30 minutes.
3. Grill, covered with grill lid, over medium-high heat (350° to
400°F) 5 minutes on each side, or until venison is no longer pink.
Serve burgers on buns with desired toppings.
PREP: 20 min. CHILL: 30 min. GRILL: 10 min. YIELD: 4 servings

31
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1. Dissolve salt in 3 quarts water in a large bowl; add squash
and zucchini. Submerge squash and zucchini in water, using a
plate to hold slices down; cover and let stand 3 hours. Drain
and set aside.
2. Bring sugar, vinegar and mustard seeds to a boil in a
large, nonaluminum Dutch oven or stockpot, stirring until
sugar dissolves.
3. Add squash, zucchini, onion and bell pepper; return to a
boil. Remove from heat, and cool. Store in airtight containers in
refrigerator up to 2 weeks.
PREP: 15 min. STAND: 3 hr. COOK: 15 min. YIELD: 2 quarts

Sweet
Finish

Try our Peach-Blueberry Cobbler at
myFarmLife.com/cobbler.
/// Summer 2014
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farmstead /// country portrait
Massey Ferguson® dealer
by day, musician by night?
That’s how Jamie Bowman
keeps harmony in life.

Rock
&Ro11
dealer

PHOTO: ART MERIPOL

EVERY OTHER SATURDAY NIGHT, STRAINS OF “FREEBIRD” AND
“SWEET HOME ALABAMA” drift over the fields in the rural community
of Henagar, Ala. Follow the sound and you’ll come upon a big garage
behind Jamie Bowman’s house where The Karl Childers Band* convenes.
Friends and family turn out for the jam sessions. Neighbors within
earshot text requests across fields, and the group happily obliges. “We can
play just about anything,” Bowman says. “But mostly we play stuff that was
popular when we were teenagers.”
On weekdays, Bowman can be found behind the counter of BowmanWeaver Equipment, where he’s been an owner since 1980. (Since his dad
retired in 1995, he now runs the business.) For Bowman, playing music and
owning a Massey Ferguson dealership make for a harmonious combination.
“Especially during hay season, by the time you get home your nerves are
about a millimeter long,” he says. “When you’re playing music, whatever
problems we have go away for a while. We call it therapy.”
A few years ago, Bowman introduced his brand of rock ‘n’ roll therapy
to customer Mark Herndon. The former drummer for the Southern
rock and country band Alabama, Herndon lives nearby and came to the
dealership seeking advice about a riding lawn mower.
When Bowman invited him to come out and play, at first the Country
Music Hall of Famer turned him down. “He was burned out after being
on the road,” Bowman says. “But every time I’d see him, I’d ask him to
come join us.” One fateful day, Herndon changed his
tune, sat in on a session and was hooked again.
Keeping the band nonprofessional is important
to Bowman. The band never charges a fee, and
they only play for charities or community
fundraisers. “We play for fun,” Bowman says
with a mischievous grin. “Besides, if we played
more, our wives wouldn’t like it and we might
get in trouble.” —Brigid Galloway

PAGE
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*Bowman named the band after
the unwitting hero played by
Billy Bob Thornton in the cult
classic film “Sling Blade.”
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Readership Survey
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Please check the box in the column that
corresponds with how much of the following
articles you read in the special hay growers’
section, BALE.
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story THARRAN E. GAINES photos BRETT DEERING

FARMERS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN KNOWN FOR THEIR
ABILITY to improvise when necessary; and Will
Wheeler, whose family grows 585 acres of alfalfa
near Chickasha, Okla., is no exception. Because
he doesn’t have an alfalfa drill and because
he wanted to put on fertilizer at the time he
planted a new 80-acre stand of alfalfa, he came
up with an alternative, using his Model 9434-40
Sunflower® drill.
PLANTING ON THE DIAGONAL. With its 7½-inch row
spacing, designed primarily for small grains and
oilseeds, the 9434 wouldn’t normally be suited
for planting a crop like alfalfa. To compensate,
Wheeler simply planted the field twice, making
two diagonal passes in opposite directions at
approximately 45 degrees to normal field travel.
As for the edges of the field, he again made two
passes—this time in opposite directions, splitting
the first set of rows with the second.
“The main reason we bought the drill was for
planting wheat,” Wheeler admits. “However, alfalfa
really needs to be planted in 4- to 4½-inch rows.
So I figured making two passes and planting it in
a diamond pattern was worth a try.”
In the past, Wheeler says the process of planting
alfalfa involved tilling the field and having the
seed dropped from an airplane. After that, the field
is simply packed lightly and fertilized.
“Another reason I decided to use the drill was I
wanted to apply liquid fertilizer while I planted,”
he continues. “I just cut the amount of seed in half
for each pass and set the drill to run extremely

Going
Ag
ainst
The
Grain

1-2

Going Against the Grain .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 

An innovative approach to
planting alfalfa produces
exceptional yields.

shallow.” Still, there are advantages to planting in
narrow rows or tighter patterns, especially when
there’s a potential for weeds to fill in the spacing
between the rows. Those who wish to plant a mix
of alfalfa and grass can even follow Wheeler’s lead
and drill the alfalfa in one pass, and cross-drill
the grass on the second pass. That way, the slower
and weaker establishing grass is not competing in
the same row with the alfalfa.
>>
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Four crops that
could earn farmers
additional revenue.

Upstarts
Biomass
BiomassUpstarts

Watch the video of Emily Heaton
detailing the potential of Miscanthus
at myFarmLife.com/miscanthus.

story BECKY MILLS

Switchgrass

What’s not to love about switchgrass? The
perennial develops a strong root system that
holds highly erodible land in place. Plus, if you’ve
already planted switchgrass, you know about its
long-lasting stands—at least 10 years—and that it
makes great wildlife habitat. Now there is better
news: more biofuel markets in the future.
Biomass crops
can be used to
make more than
just biofuel. For a
sampling of those
products, visit
myFarmLife.com/
bioproducts.

•

Markets: At press time, switchgrass was selling in
the range of $60 to $80 a ton, depending on whether it
is bought out of the field or delivered to the plant.
Growing region: East of the Rockies, from Florida
north to Canada’s 55 N latitude.
Before planting: For fields with decent fertility,
you can probably skip the fertilizer the first year,
especially nitrogen.
Planting: “It is small-seeded like alfalfa and easy to
plant,” says Dennis Pennington, bioenergy educator
for the Michigan State University Extension Service. It
can be planted in a prepared seedbed or no-tilled, and
works especially well in soybean stubble. In his area of
the country, planting is from mid-April to late May.
Weed control: “We use a pound of atrazine per acre
or quinclorac preemerge,” says Pennington. “Use a
scouting program and apply 2,4-D for broadleaf weeds
if necessary.” After year two, the bunch-forming grass,
which grows 3 to 10 feet tall, shades out weeds.
Establishment: Approximately three years.
Harvest: “The first year, harvest it one time in
the fall after it has matured. The forage quality is
poor, but the important factor is tonnage.” Adds
Pennington, “Wait until it starts to [mature], then it
will remove less nutrients.”
Yield: In northern U.S., yield ranges from 4 to 9 tons
an acre.
Baling moisture: Below 15%
Storage: Bales

•
•
•

Miscanthus
Miscanthus, a perennial, is another up-and-comer
for the biomass market. However, says Iowa State
University Professor Emily Heaton, “I spend a lot
of time managing grower expectations about the
crop. If you want to plant a half acre or an acre
to play with, that’s fine. But let’s [watch what
happens] with the corn stover market first.”

•

•

Markets: Several cellulosic ethanol plants are located in the U.S. and,
at last check, were buying corn stover for up to $70 a ton. As of yet, no
production-scale plants are located in Canada.
How much to harvest: “As a general rule of thumb,” says Pennington,
“most soils in Michigan need about one-third of the corn stover returned
to the soil each year to maintain soil organic matter. This leaves about twothirds of the crop that could be harvested for livestock feed or biofuels.” In
other regions, as much as 50% can be safely removed.
Additional benefits: Says Ian McDonald, applied research coordinator
with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Rural Affairs:
“Removing some of the residue would bring in additional revenue and
improve the productivity from no-till planting of the next crop, because of
better seed placement and uniformity of emergence.”
Baling moisture: 8 to 12%
Storage: Bales

Markets: Few large-scale production facilities were
receiving Miscanthus at press time, but additional
biofuel plants—some that are taking corn stover—may
soon offer contracts for Miscanthus.
Growing region: “It is closely related to sugar cane,
but more cold-tolerant, so it is better suited for the
Midwest,” says Heaton. “It is fairly broadly adapted
and can grow from Canada to Mexico.”
Planting: Rhizomes are planted 6 inches deep in the
soil, 30 inches apart and in 30-inch rows.
Weed control: Because of the space between
emerging plants, weed control is a must for the first
year, possibly two.
Establishment: It doesn't produce mature yields until
the third year, but it makes up for that slow start with
longevity. Heaton says stands can last 30 years.
Harvest: Harvesting the giant cane-like plant is
a challenge, primarily due to ash contamination,
says Heaton. However, according to Glenn Farris,
AGCO biomass marketing manager, “We have
successfully harvested and baled several hundred
tons of Miscanthus using our self-propelled windrower
outfitted with our RazorBar™ header and biomass
auger option. We then baled the material with our
Hesston® by Massey Ferguson 2170XD baler. We
made very dense bales with ash content under 10%.
With the correct equipment and an experienced crew,
this material is not a difficult harvest.”
Yield: “We can get 10 tons an acre on fairly poor
soils in Iowa,” says Heaton.
Baling moisture: 12 to 15%
Storage: Bales and pellets

•

HIGH-VOLUME BALERS
HESSTON® BALERS HANDLE
WHATEVER BIG YIELDS THROW
AT THEM. For Dennis Pennington,
harvest is a particularly satisfying part of
switchgrass production. He and his family
own a Hesston 4790 baler that churns out
3- by 4-foot bales from his family’s farm,
as well as the biofuel research plots at
Michigan State University.
He especially appreciates the baler’s
speed and volume. “We can bale large
quantities of biomass relatively quickly.
That’s significant because switchgrass
makes large windrows.
“The pickup mechanism for the 4790
is designed for high-volume input. We were
using the square baler when the grower in
the next field was using a round baler. We

•
•
•
•
•

were putting hay out almost twice as fast.”
Pennington also likes the 4790’s cropcutter mechanism and rotating drum. “As
you make the bale, it cuts the stems in
sections as short as 4 inches. They break
apart easier at the refinery.”
He says they also use the baler, which
came from Hofferbert Sales near Bannister,
Mich., on around 800 acres of wheat straw
a year. Area dairies mix the straw with
other feedstuffs for Total Mixed Rations.
Pennington and his family also bale their
alfalfa and grass hay, oats and rye, and
use the 4790 for custom baling. “You name
it,” he says.
For more information on our biomass
equipment, please visit Hesston.com and
search Hesston Biomass Solutions.

•
•

•
•

•
•
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For more information, see “The Case for Stover” at myFarmLife.com/stover.
While there, also watch a video with Iowa State University’s Dr. Matt Darr as
he discusses the benefits of harvesting residue.
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Corn Stover

Using corn stover for biofuel seems like the perfect plan. Ample
supplies of stover, or the stalks, leaves, husks and tassels left
after corn harvest, are a given. For 2013, corn acres in the U.S.
are estimated at 97 million and Canadian acres are at 3.6 million,
with 2.5 million of those in Ontario. There isn't much of a learning
curve either. If you can grow corn, you automatically know how to
grow stover.
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Maintaining your hay fields is a year-round job
and one that pays in higher yields. Drought, too
much rain, disease, insects, weeds, even normal
wear and tear can all take a toll. Thankfully,
there are off-season practices that can help get
your forages back in shape. story BECKY MILLS
FIGURE OUT YOUR NO-CUT WINDOW. “For alfalfa,
I would recommend a no-cut window to rebuild
the roots and condition,” says University of
Wisconsin Extension Forage Specialist Dan
Undersander. “Let it fill the gas tank to help it
make it through the winter.”
He says there are two options. First, take the
last cut about six weeks before a killing frost so it
can regrow before cold weather. For instance, in
Wisconsin that would be, historically speaking,
by Sept. 1. Or, wait to cut the alfalfa until near a

8

killing frost so it won’t try to regrow and use up
those reserves.
You can also determine your no-cut window by
calculating Growing Degree Days (GDD). There are,
however, a number of ways to calculate GDD, so
it’s best to speak with your local Extension agent
to determine the best for your region.
If you have a mixed stand of alfalfa and grass,
that also factors into your decision. If your stand is
more than 50% alfalfa, you can go by GDD or cut
six weeks before the killing frost date. However,
if your stand is more than 50% grass, wait until
late to cut it. “We don’t want the grass to lay down
and make a mat,” says Undersander. “Disease will
grow, so cut it late enough that less than 6 inches
of regrowth will occur.”
THINK FERTILITY. Adding potassium is another
way to help winterize alfalfa stands. “We need
to replace whatever potassium was removed by

PHOTO: DENNY EILERS

PHOTO: JOHN JENNINGS

Take
Care

haying during the season,” says Undersander. He explains that
approximately 50 pounds of potassium are removed with every
ton of hay harvested. If you bale 5 tons of hay an acre, then put
out 250 pounds of potassium per acre. “You can apply it anytime
after the first of September, as long as the ground isn’t frozen,”
he notes.
Potassium is a good winterizer for other forage crops too.
University of Georgia Extension Forage Specialist Dennis
Hancock says, “Potassium fertility is very important to help with
the utilization of the carbohydrate and nitrogen reserves in the
plant. If the plant is healthy, with stored reserves, it will be ready
to pop right back in the spring.”
Whether it is tall fescue or bermudagrass and bahiagrass, he
says, “We recommend going by soil test results and applying 40
to 50% of the recommended potassium in the spring and the
remaining 50 to 60% in the late summer or early fall, before midOctober. The forage has to be growing to take it up.”
He says it doesn’t hurt to give tall fescue and orchardgrass up
to 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre in the fall too, to encourage
tillering, or growth of shoots capable of producing another plant.
Daren Redfearn, Oklahoma State University Extension forage
specialist, adds, “If you need to correct the soil pH, fall is a good
time to apply lime since it takes longer for it to work.”
BURN, BURN, BURN. For bermudagrass hay fields, a drip torch is
one of Hancock’s favorite tools. “Burning has a lot of positive
benefits. First, it increases the rate of green-up in the spring. It
removes the biomass, and the black color warms the soil.
“Second, the primary reason to burn is it decreases disease.
Disease spores can build up in the thatch, particularly leafspot
disease. When you burn up the thatch, you burn up the spores.
“Third, burning releases a lot of nutrients that are tied up in
the thatch, particularly potassium, but also nitrogen, calcium
and magnesium.”
He adds, “It also burns up the winter weeds.”
The Georgia specialist says burning, which he recommends
undertaking in February or early March in his area, can have
its drawbacks. “There is the risk of the fire getting too hot and
getting away. There is also the risk of lowering air quality.”

HESSTON +
MASSEY FERGUSON
These two sister brands
make a great team.
WHEN MADISONVILLE, TENN., GROWER
DOYLE CARDIN HEADS TO THE HAY FIELD,
you can bet he is using Massey Ferguson® and Hesston®
equipment. His list includes a Hesston 1372 Hydro Swing
13-foot disc mower, a Hesston 10 wheel V-rake and a
Hesston 2856 baler that turns out 5- by 6-foot bales.
Cardin’s late brother, Dale, who passed away in
2012, was one of the main reasons behind the baler.
“In 1969, when he was 5 years old, he lost his leg in a
farm accident. He loved the Hesston baler because it
was fully self-contained,” Cardin says. He explains that
made it easier for his brother to operate. He also likes
the disc mower because of its RazorBar™ design.
To pull the hay equipment and help with other
farm chores, Cardin runs eight Massey Ferguson
tractors and two MF8570 combines on his 1,000 acres
of soybeans, 250 acres of corn that he harvests for
grain, 100 acres of corn for silage and 350 acres of
wheat. He says he uses Massey Ferguson due to the
equipment’s durability and because they’re easy to
work on. They also make for a terrific pairing with his
Hesston equipment. “The tractors and balers just work
so well together,” says Cardin.
He also notes that even as fuel-efficient as they are,
the tractors are heavier and larger-framed than many
other brands. “That gives me comfort working on these
hills around here,” he says. “They’re just safer.”
The equipment has come from a number of
dealerships over the years, including Tyler Brothers Farm
Equipment in Maryville, Tenn., and Fraley Truck and
Implement in Rushville, Ind.

(INCHES/DAY)
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Chart 1. Alfalfa yield is directly related to evapotranspiration (ET). The chart above shows
average ET for alfalfa cut four times. Plants were irrigated at maximum pivot capacity
(6.5 gallons per minute), 85% efficiency (efficiency defined as amount of water delivered
that’s available to plants). Note that in midsummer, the amount of water applied is less
than the amount lost by ET. This means the alfalfa must use soil moisture reserves or
suffer reduced yield. SOURCE: ALFALFA MANAGEMENT GUIDE

Charting
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INTAKE RATE
(INCHES/HOUR)

AVAILABLE WATER STORAGE
(INCHES/FOOT OF SOIL)

CLAY

SOIL TEXTURE

0.1

2.2 – 2.4

SILTY CLAY LOAM

0.3

2.2

SILT LOAM

0.5

2.0

LOAM

0.7

1.8 – 2.0

FINE SANDY LOAM

1.0

1.5

LOAMY FINE SAND

1.5

0.9 – 1.1

FINE SAND

3.0

0.8 – 0.9

Chart 2. Typical irrigation characteristics for a variety of soil textures.
Use these approximate intake rates when calculating irrigation needs.
SOURCE: OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION AND AGRIMET–PACIFIC NORTHWEST COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL WEATHER NETWORK
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SCHEDULING IRRIGATION IN ALFALFA. According to
Gordon Johnson, Extension soils specialist with the
Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service, alfalfa
needs about 6 inches of water available to its roots
to produce 1 ton of dry matter. Unfortunately,
it is nearly impossible to catch up and put on
enough water during the growing season. Hence,
it is important to fill the soil profile in late
winter while alfalfa is dormant and before soil
temperatures warm to above 60°F.
Johnson says watering for three weeks between
cuttings for a 2-ton-per-acre yield requires 3-plus
inches per week, which may result in standing
water. That in itself, however, can be hazardous
during the summer, as saturating soils when the
soil temperature is above 60°F sets up conditions
favorable for the development of Phytophthora root
rot, which hastens stand decline. If Phytophthora
root rot poses a risk, plant a resistant alfalfa
variety, avoid poorly drained fields, maintain
fertility and/or irrigate less often.
Following are some additional tips from the
University of Wisconsin-Extension and the Alfalfa
Management Guide.
1. Begin with a full soil water profile.
2. Monitor the soil profile weekly for
moisture content.
3. Soil water should be depleted to about 50%
of the available water in the top 2 feet before
harvest. The interval between irrigation and
harvest varies from two days in lighter-textured
sandy soil at high-summer evapotranspiration
(ET) rate to 13 days in heavier clay soils at low
ET rates (see Chart 1, above left). This soil water
reserve can be used for alfalfa growth when
irrigation is halted for harvest or when the
application rate cannot keep up with ET.

4/21/14 10:54 AM

4. Begin irrigating again as soon as harvest
is removed to refill the soil profile. Stress
during early regrowth will severely limit the
next crop yield.
5. For irrigation scheduling, use estimated water
consumption provided by services like the
U.S. Department of Interior’s AgriMet (www.usbr.
gov). Use a soil probe or shovel to check soil
moisture and verify the actual field conditions.
The root zone should be filled with moisture
just before the period of peak crop water use.
SCHEDULING ALFALFA HARVEST. Basically, the
question of when to harvest alfalfa can be
explained with the following simple rule: As
cutting interval increases, or as plants are
harvested at later stages of maturity, the yield
per cutting increases, but quality of the forage
harvested decreases.
Alfalfa forage quality is greatest in early
vegetative stages when the leaf weight is greater
than stem weight. That’s because forage growth
is most rapid until early flowering (see Chart 3
right), yet growth continues until full-flower stage.
WHEN TO ROTATE FROM ALFALFA. Alfalfa has a
tremendous ability to produce maximum yield
over a wide range of stand densities. However,
stands gradually thin and the crop eventually
needs to be rotated, no matter where you live.
In the Midwest, the Northeast and in many
areas where fields are irrigated, yields often
begin to decline in the third year of production.
Depending upon the climate and harvest
schedule, fields may go longer.
To decide when to rotate from alfalfa, you’ll
first need to evaluate stand density and yield
relative to your needs. You should also factor in
rotation requirements, such as farm plan, total
acreage of forage needed and ability to reseed.
The decision to reseed fields of alfalfa or
rotate out of alfalfa should be based on the yield
potential of the stand, ideally using actual yields
from the field. The next best method is to count
stems when the alfalfa is 4 to 6 inches tall and
use the data from Chart 4 (right) to estimate yield
potential (assuming drought, soil fertility or other
conditions are not limiting yield). New seedings,
meanwhile, should have at least 25 to 30 plants
per square foot during the seeding year.

Forage yield relative to quality at different growth stages.
FORAGE YIELD
STEM YIELD

FORAGE
DIGESTIBILITY

LEAF YIELD

VEGETATIVE

BUD

FIRST FLOWER

FULL-FLOWER

POST-FLOWER

Chart 3. Forage yield relative to quality when harvest occurs
at different growth stages. Leaf losses from lower stems
often slow yield increase after first flower. However, by first
flower, and sometimes earlier, stem proportion exceeds that
of leaves. Higher alfalfa yields after early flower can be
attributed mainly to more low-quality stems.
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Chart 4. Alfalfa stem count versus yield potential.
SOURCE: UNDERSANDER AND COSGROVE, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, 1992

For more on rotation and how it can help eradicate weeds, see
myFarmLife.com/takecare. Also, for tips on preventing field compaction,
see myFarmLife.com/compact and for information on new forage varities,
see myFarmLife.com/protips.
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SOURCE: ALFALFA MANAGEMENT GUIDE

PERCENT OF MAXIMUM YIELD

Whether you’re a seasoned
professional or a novice hay
producer, questions about
alfalfa production are bound
to come up. With the help of
the Alfalfa Management Guide
and a variety of other sources,
we address three topics here:
irrigation, harvest scheduling
and rotation timing.
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For advice on weed control and rotation, see myFarmLife.com/takecare. For
more information on how Hesston® by Massey Ferguson can help you produce
even better-quality hay, see Hesston.com.
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SAFETY’S SAKE
No matter the terrain or task at hand,
it’s important to have a cab or ROPS
on the tractor that will help protect
the operator.

Matchmaking
How to pair a Hesston®
baler with the right tractor.
photos DENNY EILERS

Recommended Trailer/Baler Specifications
Baler Model

Min. Recommended
PTO Horsepower (kw)

PTO Speed,
RPM

Tractor Hydraulic
Remotes

14 X 18 (356 X 457)
14 X 18 (356 X 457)
14 X 18 (356 X 457)
14 X 18 (356 X 457)
16 X 18 (406 X 457)
15 X 22 (380 X 560)
15.75 X 22 (400 X 560)
15 X 22 (381 X 559)
15.75 X 22 (400 X 559)

Bale Size:
Inches (mm)

35 (26)
35 (26)
35 (26)
50 (37)
50 (37)
75 (55)
75 (55)
75 (55)
75 (55)

540
540
540
540
540
N.A.
N.A.
540
540

None
None
None
One remote
One double-acting
Self-contained
Self-contained
Self-contained
Self-contained

39 X 52 (991 X 1321)
46.5 X 62 (1182 X 1575)
46.5 X 72 (1182 X 1829)
61.5 X 72 (1562 X 1829)

30 (22)
40 (30)
65 (48)
70 (52)

540
540
540 or 1,000
540 or 1,000

One double-acting
One double-acting
Two double-acting***
Two double-acting***

PAGE

Small Rectangular Balers
1835
1837
1839
1840
1841
1843S
1843N
1844S
1844N
1734
1745
2946/2946A
2956/2956A
Baler Model

Bale Size:
Inches (mm)

Recommended
PTO Horsepower (kw)

PTO Speed,
RPM

Tractor Hydraulic
Remotes

150 (112)* / 150 (112)*
180 (134)*
165 (123) / 165 (123)*
180 (134) / 180 (134)*
180 (134) / 180 (134)*

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

One double-acting**
One double-acting**
One double-acting**
One double-acting**
One double-acting**

Large Rectangular (Square) Balers
2150 / 2250
2250PC
2170 / 2270
2170XD / 2270XD
2190 / 2290

31.5 X 34.4 (800 X 875)
31.5 X 34.4 (800 X 875)
34.4 X 47.2 (875 X 1199)
34.4 X 47.2 (875 X 1199)
47.2 X 50.2 (1199 X 1275)
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Round Balers
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* AN ADDITIONAL 20-30 HP (15-22 KW) IS GENERALLY RECOMMENDED WITH THE CUTTER OPTION.
** ONE ADDITIONAL DOUBLE-ACTING CYLINDER FOR CUTTER KNIVES (IF EQUIPPED) AND ONE SINGLE-ACTING CYLINDER FOR TANDEM AXLE STEERING (IF EQUIPPED). TWO DOUBLE-ACTING REMOTE VALVES FOR 2100 SERIES.
*** ONLY ONE DOUBLE-ACTING REMOTE REQUIRED WITH 2946A OR 2956A.

For more information on matching tractors and balers—and requirements involving horsepower, weight and safety—
see myFarmLife.com/balermatch, and/or talk to your local Massey Ferguson ® and Hesston dealer.
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Blister Beetles
Those two words strike fear into the hearts
of hay producers and horse owners. The toxic
blister beetle makes itself at home all over
the U.S. and in the agricultural regions of
Canada. Its toxin is cantharidin, and horses are
particularly sensitive to it, although cattle and
sheep also can be affected. Here’s advice from
the experts on how to control these pests.

Mark Muegge, Texas AgriLife Extension entomologist, explains
that killing the beetles isn't necessarily the answer. “Dead beetles are
still toxic. The trick here is to keep them happy, healthy and alive so
they'll move out of the alfalfa and take their toxin with them.”
If you're looking for the offending pests, Muegge says blister
beetles vary in size and shape, but most adults have distinctly
narrow necks and large heads. Adults range in size from 5/8 to 1
inch long.
Blister beetles do have a bright side though. First, Muegge says
they love to munch on grasshopper eggs. Second, they are generally
fairly predictable, which makes it a bit easier to avoid them.

Here is a
list of blister
beetle habits
and what you
can do to
work around
them:

14

DON’T SEND FLOWERS. “Blister beetles

are attracted to blooming alfalfa,” says
Muegge. “So cut hay at 5% bloom or less.”
The beetles’ affinity for blooms goes for
weeds too. Muegge says, “Keep the fields
free of weeds, and keep field margins
clean. Silverleaf nightshade and Russian
thistle are attractants to blister beetles.”

KEEP THE EDGE. Bruce Anderson, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln Extension forage
specialist, says, “Typically, they do not
move very far away from the edge of the
field.” If you do cut hay from the field’s
edge, he recommends playing it safe and
keeping it separate, so you can feed it to
animals that aren’t as sensitive to the
toxin as horses.

DON’T CRIMP THEIR STYLE. “Avoid using a

mechanical crimper that can kill and crush
the beetles,” says Anderson. Don’t forget,
their toxin is still there, dead or alive.

PAGES
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HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH? When it comes to horses and the toxic

cantharidin in blister beetles, it is hard to say how much it takes
to cause serious damage. Muegge says research shows a lethal dose
in horses is 0.5 to 1 milligram of cantharidin per pound of body
weight. However, he also says, “Because toxins vary considerably
among the blister beetle species, it is hard to figure how many
beetles must be eaten to kill a horse.”
In West Texas, he says the most commonly found blister beetles
average from about 0.4 to 5.2 milligrams of cantharidin per beetle.
So a healthy, 1,200-pound horse would have to eat about 115 of
the most toxic beetles in a single feeding to die, “remembering,”
continues Muegge, “that many factors, including the horse's age,
general health, weight and breed, and the species of blister
beetles consumed, determine the number of beetles [that could]
cause mortality.”
Even if they don't die, cantharidin poisoning is terribly rough for
animals. It can cause blistering of the mouth, esophagus, stomach
and bladder. Colic or diarrhea containing blood and/or mucosal
linings may be signs of poisoning. Horses may strain to urinate with
little success. If they are able to urinate a small amount, it often
contains blood.

DOUBLE-CHECK YOUR TIMING. Check with
your local county agent or forage specialist
on this one. In Nebraska, Anderson says
blister beetles usually aren’t a problem
before the first cutting in mid-June. And in
Texas, Muegge says they are predominately
a summer pest. So keep in mind it may
vary in your area.

LOOK BEFORE YOU CUT. “Check for them
on a fairly regular basis, especially before
baling,” Muegge recommends. With any
luck, he says, they’ll move on.
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MUCH MORE. The blister beetle isn’t the only hazard
that can find its way into a bale of hay. Certain varieties
of weeds are also toxic. For tips on identifying and
controlling them, see myFarmLife.com/toxic.
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WHEN YOU CAN’T WAIT FOR RELOCATION.

“An insecticide treatment may be
necessary,” says Muegge, “keeping in
mind that [the producer] may need to
raise the cutterhead a bit to help avoid
picking up dead blister beetles. Also, he
says, be sure to “inspect the baled alfalfa
collected from the infested area for blister
beetle contamination.”
SUMMER 2014
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Danger!
Bales and balers can be deadly if you don’t put safety first.
WE ALL KNOW the window for getting the best
quality hay put up can be very narrow at times,
tempting us to take shortcuts. Just remember, no
crop, no matter how large or valuable, is worth
injury or worse.
That said, it never hurts to review safety on
the farm. Here, then, are a few safety rules that
should be followed every time you bale hay and
handle bales.

•

Before getting off the tractor to inspect the baler,
disengage the PTO, shut off the engine, and set the
parking brake.
When working with small or large square balers,
remember that the flywheel keeps the machine
operating for several minutes after power is
disengaged. Never work on a baler until the flywheel
has completely stopped.
When working on a round baler, always lock and/
or block the rear tailgate if you must be underneath it.
This is to keep it from closing prematurely, resulting
in injury.
Make certain that both the tractor and the attachment
are able to safely handle the weight and size of large
bales. The loader should have a working load rating that
exceeds the size and weight of the bales.
Never unload a round bale on a steep slope where
the bale is likely to roll downhill.
Never move round bales in a front-end loader
bucket. An unstable bale can roll off the front-end
loader, down the front-end loader arms and onto the
tractor operator.
Always use a grapple hook with a front-end loader to
transport large bales, and only use a tractor with a cab
or a four-post rollover protective structure.
Never travel with bales raised higher than necessary.
This raises the tractor’s center of gravity, making it
more likely to roll over on uneven terrain, or during
sudden stops and turns.
Carry a Class ABC fire extinguisher. Hot, dry weather
conditions, friction from belts and chains, and readily
combustible hay can lead to fire.
Make sure all guards and shields are in place.
Keep the baler well-maintained to reduce safety
risks. That includes replacing broken or worn pickup
tines, replacing worn belts and keeping the twine
feeding system in good repair.
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Tell us what you think of FarmLife magazine in your own words,
including the kinds of articles you’d like to see in future issues.

Please name 3 FAVORITE MAGAZINES other than
FarmLife you look forward to reading:

______________________________________________________

(1) ______________________________________

______________________________________________________

(2) ______________________________________

______________________________________________________

(3) ______________________________________
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